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Special:

This Week:
'El Tigri/lo' - a contra 's story ... page 3
Benatar conce,:( 'Alarmfng' ... page 6
Hard-baller_s open se~son ... page 8

For the ·record:

Meet AS President B.K. Stewart in the first of a three-part
series highlighting the new executive officers. See page 5.

Neon art

The owner of a bowling alley
near the U:;iversity of Nebraska-Lincoln campus complains
a new bowling shoe fad among
students has cost him $400 in
stolen shoes in the last month.
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Rape suspect may
have used an alias
by Jess Walter

Associate Editor

A man suspected of raping a
19-year-old Eastern Washington
University woman at gunpoint
Feb. 21 is still at large, and
University Police think the name
the victim knew him by is an
alias.
Police Sgt. Vertie Brown said
the victim knew the suspect for
about three years as Rick DevJins, but there is no record of him
under that name.
She met him at a summer
church camp three years ago, but
Brown said ~he suspect didn't
. register at the camp under that
name. Brown is going over the
names on the registration Jist,
trying to track the suspect down.
The victim described him as a

. 5-foot 10-ir.ch white male with a
medium build, wavy brown hair
and brown eyes. He is about 19 or
20 years old. The victim said he
owned a 1982 red Chevrolet Camaro.
The victim waited until March
8 - two weeks after the incident -- to report it to police. Reportedly, the suspect threatened
to harm her if she went to the
poiice.
The assault took place at about
10 p.m. Feb. 21, in the victim's
dorm room, but Brown declined
to say which dorm .
Brown said the victim has
changed rooms and phone numbers, but that police are not
taking any other measures to
provide her with protection.
Anyone with any information

on the suspect is urged to call
Brown at 359-7914.

Photo by Chad Hutson

Pat Milliron ex-Eastern teacher turns lass and electrici

into art and profit, page 7.

Summer tuition won't be hiked;
but there may be fewer classes
by Jess Walter

Associate Editor

Students reacted favorably to
EWU's announcE>ment that instate summe1 school tuition
won't be raised this year, but
Vice Provost for Academic
Affairs Steve Christopher warned
that a lack of funding might
reduce the number of classes
offered this summer.
Christopher said that the partial restoration of state funding
will make it possible for the
university to keep tuition at its
current level - $404 for 10-18
credits. Earlier, the state had
said that summer session would
have to be self-sufficient, and
Eastern had planned to raise
tuition by about $240 for 15
credits.
The legislature gave E&stern
$220,000 for summer school,
$146,000 less than they asked for

.

.

.
for full paylh'tllt of
, -1nJ~(ll.lirter,tuition and f~
a. .tpril 11, at 4":45 p.m. A
Reinstatement Fee will
,,- charged after this date.
Any questiom regarding tuition and fees can-be answered
ln Student Receivables, Showalter 118 or call (Cheney>
359-6375 or toll-free (Spokane)
458-6372.
'<
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and $760,000 less than they received last year. To make up for
the difference, EWU gets to keep
all its student fees and will
charge out-of-state tuition, something it hasn't done in the past.
Still, Christopher doesn't think
it wiH be enough: "We'll simply
have to adjust teaching. There's
not much we can do with that."
Christopher said that the individual schools on campus, such
as business and English, may
have to have a class-size average
of from 25 to 'l:l students for
undergraduate courses and about
19 for graduate classes per fulltime faculty member. Last year,
15 students were needed for
undergraduate classes and 10
were needed for gradu~tecourses. Larger enrollments in
some classes in the individual
schools will raise that school's
averages, making some small
classes possible, he said.
Under the previous summer
school agreement, if the school's
average was lower than was
required, that school's dean
would decide which faculty members would not get full-time pay.
The deans will meet today to
decide this and other policies
concerning summer school.
All this will result in fewer
classes being offered and more
being cancelled because of a lack
of interest, said Christopher.
Despite the problems, most
students were pleased with the
announcement. Doug Lenz, a
22-year-old finance major; said

that he is very happy with the
decision.
"If (tuition) was any more
I might not be able to go," he
said.
Su Chism, a 27-year-old journalism major agreed, "There
was no way I could afford $796,''
she said.
Out-of-state students were not
as lucky. A student paying out-ofstate tuition will pay about $1,400
for summer session at Eastern,
an increase of over $1,000 from
last year. There were 315 out-ofstate students at summer school
last year, a.bout eight percent of
EWU's 3,971-student summer enrollment.
Christopher doesn't think that
many of those out-of-state students will return, forcing the
university to raise the money that
the legislature expected those
students to pay some other way.
That will be done, said Christopher, by tightening classes and
decreasing the number of fulltime summer faculty members.
Faculty Senate ChairmaRobert Gibbs said that he was
expecting a drop in full-time
summer faculty when the university was going to have to be
self-supportive by raising summer tuition.
"We expected a 10-20 percent
decrease anyway," he said.
"We're coming out about where
we would have. I don't think the
faculty is any worse off, and the
students and university are much
better off.''

Sinners are condemned b

. Photo by Chad Hutson

"Sist~r Cindy" Tuesday in front
of the PUB. More on the travelling evangelists, page 7.
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Trustees approve purchase
of $225,000 transmitter
by Paul T. Mueller
Staff Writer

H
:l

Repairs on I-90 cause
delays for commuters
Resurfacing of Interstate 90
has resumed this spring and
eastbound EWU commuters will
face more detours and delays
from now until the October finishing date.
The repairs, which began
March 17, will continue on the
downtown viaduct, from Div.ision
to Maple, and on the Latah Creek
bridge, just beyond the viaduct.
Guy Gibson, assistant project
engineer for the Washington
State Department of Transportation, said the resurfacing will be
handled the same as it was last
year, when the westbound lanes
were repaired.
"The only difference is that we
didn't go to the detour system
right away (last year)," said
Gibson. "We had people driving

right over the sight. This time we
did (go to the detour system)."
All three eastbound lanes are
closed and traffic lS being detoured into one of the westbound
lanes.
In addition, the Monroe and
Walnut street eastbound onramps are currently closed and
the Division Street Exit will be
closed later in the year.
1
Progressive Contractor, Inc.
submitted the low bid of
fl ,695,000 to resurface the freeway, which will clear up broken
concrete and potholes.
The SP,Okane Transit System
says that it will not take any
special ~easures cm /the EWU
route; but if traffic backs up, said
a dispatcher, they may have to
find an alternate route.

"Don't be alarmed, folks ••• He's c01Dpletely harmless unless
something startles him.'~·

7~
LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Eastern Washington University will soon acquire a $i25,000
satellite transmitter that will
enable it to transmit video telecourses all over Eastern Washington. The EWU Board of Trustees two weeks ago approved the
purchase of the equipment, stipulating that before money is committed, the boartrs finance committee be briefed (,n the source of
funding and experu1e.
The transmitter, which will be
located on the Cheney campus, is
expected to be used to transmit
advanced courses to rural high
schools, provide inservice train~ng to teachers in outlying areas
and possibly for training programs by private businesses.
The uplink includes a transmitter, which will send video signals
up to a communications satellite, and electronic components to
connect the transmitter to video
-production facilities, said Gordon
Martine~, EWU vice president
for extended programs.
The signals will then be rebroadcast from the satellite to
downlinks, or receivers on the:
ground. Also included in the
system will be two-way audio
communication equipment, allowing students and teachers to
talk to each other.
The transmitter is expected to
cost about $180,000, and the other
components about $30,000. The
actual cost of the equipment is
still being negotiated with several potential vendors, according to
Vice President for Business and
Finance Russ Hartman.
Martinen estin,ates the cost of
a downlink, which consists of a
satellite receiver dish, a VCR,
and a video monitor, at about
$1,800.
The project, also known as the
EWU Satellite Telecommunications Project, will be paid for
without usirig state· funds, said
Hartman. The uplink will be
purchased with a loan to Extended Programs from a Spokane
bank. The loan will carry an
interest rate slightly higher than
the current 9 percent prime rate,
and will be repaid over a term of
five years out of revenue produced. by the project.
It will be secured only by the
equipment purchased with it, so
there will be no obligation of state
func:ls to repay it, said Hartman.
If revenues are not sufficient to
c9ver loan payments, "the bank
will foreclose and EWU will be
out ot the uplink business."
Hartman expects selection of a

vendor to supply the uplink and a
bank to make the loan.
Operation and maintenance expens~ will be paid out of revenues received from u,sers, Hartman said: He expects the educational-system users, including
school districts and teachers taking post-graduate courses, to provide the majority of the system's
income, with commerical users
expected to "fill in around the
edges."
Board of Trustees chairman
Jean Beschel explained one of the
main purposes for the project is
to provide a means of making
certain upper-level courses available to rural high school students
who might not otherwise have
access to them. E~mples she
cited include advanced math,
science, and foi:eign language
courses, which often are not
available at smaller schools ber.ause of the expense of hiring
teachers.
Beschel said giving rural stu.dents ace~ to such courses will
. allow them to obtain an education
on a par with those available to
students at larger urban high
schools. She said colleges and
universities will benefit from the
fact that inC(i•ming students who
have taken the more advanced
high school courses will be better
prepared for college-level work
than they would otherwise have
been.
"We see it as the wave of the
future," Beschel sairl, calling
satellite telecourses "an innovative WRY to make educational
opportunities available to more
people." She also said the system
will save the taxpayers money by
reducmg the need for hiring
teachers to teach specialized
courses-at SJllaller rural schools.
Beschel hopes -the project will
be fully operational by this fall,
but noted there are still a few
details to be worked out.
One such detail is getting letters of intent from potential users
of the system, said Martinen. The
purpose of the letters is ,o assure
the finance committee of the
Board of Trustees, and potential
lenders, that there is sufficient
interest in the project to justify
going ahead wit'1 the purchase of
equipment.
Potential clients include eastern Washington school districts,
which would pay for tel. ~ourses
for their students; teachers, who
could take required post-graduate education courses via satellite, instead of having to attend
classes on university campuses;
and businesses, which could conduct programs such as manage-

Navy Bean Soup, Tacos, Turkey Tetramni, Deli Bar,
White/Oatmeal Bread, Btrsctch Chip Cookies

Fri., Apr. 4

Boston Clam Chowder, Fishwich/Chips, Spanish Rice,
Deli Bar, White/Wheat Bread, Brown Sugar Cookies

Sat., Apr. 5

BRUNCH
BRUNCH

Sun.,Apr. 6

Mon., Apr. 7
lilts., Apr. 8
Wed., Apr. 9

Bccf Noodle Soup, Macaroni & Cheese, Hamburgers/
Fries, Deli Bar, White/Wheat Bcead, Btrscotch Squares
Split Pea Soup, Hot ()op/Com Chips, Turkey Pot Pie,
Deli Bar, White/Orange Bread, Rice Krispy Squares
Vegetable Soup, Submarine Sandwich, Tuna Noodle
Callaerole, Deli. Bar, White/Wheat Bmld, Giqer Creams

Lo..-----------------------,.;.----.. .

Participation in the system will
initially cost each school district
about $15,000 per year, which will
entitle the district to receive at
least two telecourses per year
said Martinen. He added that the
cost might drop in the future.
No other university in Washington is producing satellite programs like those planned for the
uplink project. It would be technically possible for EWU to transmit program$ all over the state,
but that for now~ programs will
be restricted to the eastern part
of the state, unless another state
agency requests that they be
transmitted to other areas, said
Beschel.
·
Beschel said EWU has presented the uplink project proposal to
the state legisiature, the Higher
Education Coordinating Board,
and the board of the Joint Center
for Higher Education, which coordinates Spokane academic programs produced by EWU and
Washington Sta.le University. She
said the proposal has met with
favorable reactions from all
those groups.

Stewart and Col.tins elected
AS President, Viee President
•·

I

was rerun because of grievances
filed against Stewart and Collins.
Collins received 447 votes, or
56.7 percent to Todd Wiggen's 355
B.K. Stewart and Bryan Collins
votes,
44.2 percent in vice
each increased their margins of
presidential balloting. Collins,
V' dory and were elected Associwho held AS ~ouncil position five
ated Student President and Vice
before the eledion, had defeat~
President March 13, as the reWiggen, council position nine, by .
running of the general election
just three votes in the first
brought similar r~ults.
election.
Stewart soundly defeated
There were 819 total votes cast,
Michael Taylor 556 votes, or 68.9
percent to 248 votes, or 30.7 about 10.7 percent of EWU's
percent. There were three write- 7,698-student population. In the
ins. Stewart, who had held AS first election 13.6 percent, or 1049
council pwiton one before being votes were cast.
elected president, had defeated ·
In the only executive position
Taylor by only 19 .votes in the balloting validated following the
Feb. 28 general election, which Feb. 28 election, position three -

by Jess Walter
Associate Editor

Thurs., Apr. J

ment ~minars for their employees in various parts of the state
without making them travel to a
central location, said Martinen.
Martinen declined to comment ·
on which school districts and
businesses have expressed interest in participating in the project,
saying he prefers not to identify
them until he has written commitments from them. He hopes 10
to 15 districts will take part in the
project, under the coordination of
the state's Educational Service
District 101, which represents
about 120 high schools in several
eastern Washington counties.
ESD 101 will contact individual
districts to find out what kinds. of
co.u rses they need, _and decisions
. will be made in the next 30 to 60
days about which courses will be
produced and offered, Martinen
· said. Interested businesses incluc,le banks and at least one
major utility.
The courses will be produced
by EWU, but it has .not been
decided where or. by whom they
will be·produced, said-Martinen.
Potential on-campus production
sites include the Radio-Television
Department and the Instructional Media Center. Production of
uplinlt programs will 'not disrupt
any uses of these facilities already scheduled. Possible prod1,1ction sites off-campus· include
the Spokane studios of Cox Cable
and public television station
KSPS.

or

councilman Greg McNiell had
defeated Yusef Gokcek for Finance Vice President.
The AS Superior Court ruled
March 3 that the presidential and
vice presidential races should be
rerun because of grievances filed
~gainst Stewart and Collins.
The grievances
against
Stewart said that she pla('ed
signs around those- of Michael
Taylor and that she oifered a
position with AS to a former
candidate for his support. The
grievances fil~ against Collins
said that he had placed some
of his signs <··, a painted surface
and that <.•r . of 'his signs was in
poor taste.
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Contra rebel fights to free Nicaragua
ordered him to "school." "The
war is over, but the revolution is
just beginning," they said. For
the next three months he was
He is a little man - just und~i,:_____ trained in infantry tactics at a
five feet and barely 100 pounds -- -~base in Jinotega. He and his
with a bushy red mustache and
classmates were warned that a
deep-set brown eyes that burn
U.S. invasion was imminent.
with intensity when he talks
A devout Catholic in a Catholic
about what has been stolen from
country, Valdivia was at first
him in Nicaragua. He is also a
confused, then offended by Sansimple man who never attended
dinista "priests" of the "People's
school but went to work in the
Church," who opposed the tradifields for 30 cents a day at the age
tional church. These priests nevof eight.
er mentioned God or Jesus
Life was hard for him before
Christ; their homilies referred
the "people's revolution" that
instead to martyrs of the revolutoppled dictator Anastasio Somolion.
za in 1979. Then it became much
When Easter 1980 drew near,
worse, as the revolutionaries he
Carlos Morales, the Cuban-trainfought for betrayed their many
eel company commander, declarpromises. Today he is a Contra at
eel that anyone who renounced
war with the Sandinista regime
God would receive a six-day pass.
that he helped to bring about.
Soldiers who defended God began getting a red M in their
::-ecord books. After the third M,
Encarnacion Valdivia was
they would disappear. The letter
weeding a bean patch near his
M
was short for muerte - death.
home village of La Concordia in
Valdivia
began to see the revoJuly i9'77 when a dozen Sandinislution
for
what
it really was. The
ta guerrillas arrived. They told
Sandinistas were breaking every
the 26-year-old that the Somoza
commitment they had made. The
government was corrupf and exland they promised the campeploited the poor. Onct; Somoza
sinos
would, instead, be the· prowas overthrown, a new Nicaraperty of the state. The Sa11dingua would emerge. Valdivia and
ista leaders were living like
others like him would never
virtual potentates. While the rest
again have to toil in someone
of the nation was reduced to
else's fields. They would learn to
rationing, they ate the finest
read and write; they would be
imported cuisine.
given land or be taught a trade,
Before coming to power, the
work fewer hours and earn more
Sandinistas
had promised the
money.
Organization of American States
. Camped in the nearby hills, the . that they would hold free elections, guarantee human rights
Sandinista force was growing
and remain nonaligned in toreign
every day. Victory was near.
policy. Encouraged, the United
Valdivia was single; he figured
States supplied over $100 million
he had nothing to lose. Vamonin aid. Then, in early 1980, the
os - let's go - he said.
Sandinistas signed an , accord
The Sandinistas made him feel
with Moscow and ratified the
part of an elite. Each afternoon
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
there - were lectures about the
Thousands of advisers from Cuba
atrocities of Somoza's hated Naand
other Soviet-bloc states artional Guard. The Sandinistas
rived.
were not strong enough to confront the Guard head-on, so they
The "education" Valdivia had
kept sniping at government soldbeen promised was also a fraud.
iers from concealed positions
The Sandinistas just wanted to
near the villages. This way they
train him for war. He was sent to
could provoke the Guard to bomb
an advanced military course in
homes and kill civilians, enragMatagalpa. His instructors -ing the populace.
Cubans and North Vietnamese
Valdivia was caught up in the
among them -- showed him ·how
adventure of it all. Over the next
two years he fought in sever3l · to set up ambushes.
At the end of that course,
battles that proved decisive to the
Valdivia
was a man in turmoil,
rebel victory. In July 1979 Somoout of place in a revolution that
za fled the country, and the
went against his deepest beliefs.
Sandinistas.marched into ManaWhen he asked for a discharge, it
gua.
was denied. Instead, he was
Valdivia went home. But soon
granted
a leave to go home to La
the Sandinistas came pack and

Copyright 1985 The Reader's Digest Assn. This story appeared in
Reader's Digest magazine in October, 1985.

Concordia; he had been a model
soldier.
I must fight these people, the
model soldier thought, even
though the idea of turning against
the cause for which he'd risked
his life was almost too much to
bear. "Communism is comin.g,"
he told friends and relatives.
"Unless you resist, you will lose
everything.''
Then he set out, not for La
Concordia but for the hills near
the village-of La Pita del Carmen.
Unable at first to contact antiSandinista rebel groups, Valdivia
vowed to form his own. He asked
campesinos to leave their homes
and join his band. Soon he had 12
men. Other campesinos gave
them guns, food, hiding places
and information.
· When he learned of a Sandinista garrison in the village of Plan
de Grama, Valdivia decided to
strike his first blow for liberty.
He picked a nom de guerre, El
Tigrillo - the little tiger -- and
launched an attack marked more
by surprise than tactical brilliance.
The small garrison evaporated.
Tigrillo rounded up the villagers
in a billiard hall. "I fought Somoza," he said, "and now I'm
fighting the Sandinistas. I'm a
good Nicaraguan, and I'm fighting for freedom. I'll welcome any
of you who want to help.'' Several
stepped forward. Then they
broke into a government warehouse and distributed food to the
residents. The next day the Sandinistas stormed back into town,
only to find Tigrillo gone.
By June 1981 Tigrillo commanded 30 guerrillas. His men
lived by a stem code. War
against the Sandinistas would not
be a flimsy guise for looting,
robbery or rape. But he couldn't
send his expanding force into
battle armed only with pistols
and M-ls against the well-equip-_
ped Sandinistas. Two years earlier, he knew, retreating National
Guardsmen had crossed into
Honduras and left guns there. He
decided to foray into Honduras
and search for those weapons.
He found the arms he needed
and also more volunteers. By
early 1982 Tigrillo had 130 men.
On January 10 he . crossed the
Coco River, back into Nicaragua.
In March 1982 the Sandinistas
declared a state of emergency,
suspending civil liberties, tightening censorship, stepping up
harassment of the church. Opposition to the Marxist regime

intensified. The trickle of refugees into Honduras became a
flood. A burgeoning resistance
group, the Nicaraguan Democratic Force (FDN), asked Tigrillo
to join with them and train new
recruits.
For the next 2½ years Tigrillo
did just that. Every month or
two, he and his men would
penetrate deep into Nicaragua
where they attacked garrisons,
ambushed Sandinista patrols,
captured weapons -- and returned to the mountain base camp
with new recruits.
El Tigrillo became a legend.
The Sandinistas put a $100,000,
then a $250,000, price on his head.
No takers. They tried blandishment. If he would come over to
their side, they announced on
Radio Sandino, they would give
him the $250,000 plus a house and
a high rank.
"I don't fight for money,"
Tigrillo radioed back. "I fight to
liberate Nicaragua."

Meanwhile, the Sandinistas
had sent 18,000 troops to northern
Nicaragua. Lacking support
from local campesinos, they ran
short of food and supplies, and in
December 1982 they _began to
withdraw. Tigrillo's men attacked incessantly, mounting 56 ambushes, and the Sandinistas lost
some 50f 'len. Ten months later,
the Sandinistas instituted a draft
for the first time in Nicaragua's
history. All able-bodied young
men had to join the fight. Thousands of recruits fled instead and
enlisted in the FDN.
But the Contra success had its
price. In October 1983, Tigrillo
learned that his brother Simeon
had been kiJled. He had 'iost 7 of
his original 12 men. Still, Tigrillo
kept ambushing Sandinista patrols. Time and again he asked
for heavy weapons - rocket launchers, mortars and artillery
pieces_-- to engage the Sandinistas in a direct battle he felt he
could win. But FDN offici_als just
didn't have the supplies.
Tigrillo tried another tack. In
January 1984 he told the region's
campesinos not to sell their crops
to Sandinista units; he would
purchase them himself. Three
months later, the newly harvested beans, rice, corn and coffee
went into five secret, Tigrillobuilt warehouses. Furious, the
Sandinistas ordered 3000 men to
flush out the rebels.
That is what Tigrillo had beer.
hoping for . His command, grown
to 2000 men, hit the Sandinistas

along the Bocay River and inflicted heavy casualties. Tigrillo
wanted to move in for the kill, but
he didn't have the artillery. That,
he'd been told, depended on
money from the United States.
Then, in June 1984, he heard that
Congress had voted to deny those
funds .
The Sandinistas counterattackea, sending in 15 planes, 20
artillery pieces and ten "Stalin
Organ" rocket launchers. Once
again Tigrillo escaped, exacting
a heavy Sandinista toll. In October 1984 he led a foray as far
south as Sebaco, only 40 miles
from Managua.
There he remembers the flash
of a rocket launcher. The explosion sent him flying through the
air, and he came to at the bottom
of a ravine, his left knee shattered by shrapnel.
Under machine-gun fire, two of
Tigrillo's men dragged him to
cover. They made a hammock for
him and carried him to a coffee
plantation near San Rafael del
Norte under cover of darkness.
After resting for a day, they set
out for the base camp, 100 miles
away. As his men carried Tigrillo, the hammock's swaying
motion caused the broken bones
in his leg to scrape agonizingly.
He prayed and forced himself not
to cry out.
At the village of Cantayaguas a
doctor put a splint on Tigrillo's
leg. When they reached the Bocay River, his men placed .him in
a dugout canoe and floated him
through canals to the Coco River
and on to a border town. On
October 26, three weeks after he
was wounded, a helicopter picked
him up and whisked him to a
hospital in Honduras. Doctors
removed the shrapnel, fused the
broke~ bones a.nd g~ve him antibiotics. But Tigrillo needed major surgery to save his shattered
leg. With the help of sympathetic
Americans, he was flown to New
Orleans for a series of critical
operations._
In June 1985 Congress finally
agreed to supply the Contras with
$27 million in aid - though only
for humanitarian purposes. Tigrillo has returned to his camp to
take command of an army that
has grown to 4500 men. They are
now somewhere inside Nicaragua . · "Six years ago I fought in
the hills, and all I had was a
handgun," he says. "I'll just keep
going with whatever I have." He
knows that he may die in the
struggle to regain liberty, but
he's willing to pay the price.

School, businesses set up April interviews
The following is a list of schools
and businesses that will have
representatives on campus to
interview graduating students.
For further information contact
the Career Planning and Placement Office in Showalter 310.
Education Interviews

April 3, 4 -- Representatives
from the Lancaster, CA School
District will interview candidates
qualified in elementary grades
and special education. Sign up is
now open.
April 7 - ~presentatives from
the Wapato School District will
interview graduates in all areas
and levels. Sign up is now open.
April 8 - Jim Wright from the
Edmonds School District will
interview graduates in all areas,
with most openings in elementary education. Sign up is now
open.
April
11 -- R~presentatives

from the Beaverton, OR School
District will interview elementary, secondary and special education graduates. Sign up is now
open.
April 11 - Bill Welk of the Kent
School District will visit with all
graduates interested in his district. Sign up is now open.
April 11 -- A representative
from Evanston, WY will interview in elementary. secondary
math, science, English, music,
special education, counseling,
CDS and adaptive PE. Sign up is
open.
April
16 -- Representatives
from Bakersfield, CA will interview candidates in elementary,
special education, junior high
school math, science and social
science. Sign up begins April 4.
April
17 - Representatives
from Fairfield-Suisun-, CA School
District will talk with graduates

in elementary, special education
and secondary math, science,
English, business education and
music. Sign up begins April 4.

Business and Industry Interviews

April 8 ·- Representatives from
K-Mart will interview Business
and Liberal Arts majors for

apparel management and assistant management trainee positions. A mandatory group infor(Continuecl on page 12)

FOR RENT

Several 2 bdrm duplexes. All appliances including
washer & dryer in
unit. Carpet. $260
to $275.

2 bdrm apt., carpet,
all appliances. $260$275.

1902 1st
NO FEE TO TENANT.

Earl L. Hilton
REAL ESTATE

3 bdrm house, car-

pet, fireplace and
appliances. $37 5.

235-8484

LEASE BY THE QUARTER.
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Opinion
Summer school solution
not the best, but good
EWU's Vice President and Provost for Academic Affairs Duane
Thompson and Vice President for Business and Finance Russ
Hartman deserve commendation for working with the state
legislature over the past sever,:al months. The pair, along with
similar officials from the other two regional universities, m~naged
to convince the legislature to allot supplemental funding for
summer session.
The result of the legislature's action is that Washington residents
will not have to pay an extra dime to take classes during summer
session. This is, of course, a much more attractive deal than thosE
being discussed earlier (i.e. $601 for an undergraduate to take 15
credits). The deal has sweetened for students, but there are still
some risks involved, the major burden being placed on faculty.
Since supplemental funding allotted to Eastern is far below that of
full-level summer funding, courses will have to meet minimum
- enrollment for faculty to be paid full summer quarter salary.
Running hand in hand with this is the lack of assurance that a
professor will teach a course at less than full co~pensation.
Therefore, do not be surprised if the course you registered for is
cancelled. Students will pay in terms of reduced class offerings, the
faculty will pay in terms of lost jobs.
The bottom line is that the more popular courses, GURs and
popular major requirements, will run, but the more diverse courses
will traditionally fail to meet enrollment criterion will not. Fear that
a class will end up flopping will probably ensure they meet that
destiny as students who would have signed up will not.
All and all students have come out ahead_, but the conditions
overlying faculty salaries is the same. Even if students were paying
the higher tuition needed for self-support summer school, there
would be no assurance the professor would teacp if the class failed
to meet minimum enrollment.
. The problem 1s complicated, but the legislature has made it clear
its int~nt to slowly move toward self-support summer school
statewide. If Eastern's administration uses this summer as a model
to use in future planning of summer session, the inconveniences will
beworthit.
•

l

Evangelist persecution
should not be tolerated
An uriusual pair of evangelists caused quite a stir on Ea~tern
Washington University's campus this \\'.eek. BrQther Jed _and S1_ster
Cindy brought their harsh message ·to Cheney, causmg mixed
reactions within the community.
There were those who came to gawk and heckle the pair, there
were those who listened but did not unders'tand and there were those
who listened, weighed it with their own moral values and refuted or
defended it. ,
·
It is the latter group that Brother Jed and Sister Cindy were here
for. Their goal is to have their biblical message heard by as many
people as they can reach. But better than just being heard is being
listened to. Those who refuted the message in an intelligent manner
obviously listened eno~gh to form an opinien. Now what Brother Jed
and Sister Cindy hope you do is go home, pick up the dusty bible and
find out if they really knew what they were talking about. It is likely
~hat many of you did just that.

I
I
I
t

Admittedly, the style in which the pair deliver their message is
distateful to many. But, i( all of you weren't s~nding around
listening; they would have gone home.
H, you try to say the message was unorthodox, you are
misinformed. With as little biblical knowledge most of us have, we
can all look· deep inside and. know their message was not
unorthod9x. Those who IJstened and attempted to understand, not
necessar,Qy Jgree but understand, know that.
· Perhaps the reason to the ·message was met with so much
resistance is fear. What if they are right? Does that mean that
because Suzy got a little loose Saturday night she is going to hell?
In .evaluating the message in our own mind, the question that
must·b e asked is, "Do I believe in God and his word?" H the answer
is "no" let it end there. If the answer is "yes," then you know as well
as I do that Suzy is in precarious position.
The goal here is not to push acceptance of God or the bibl~. I find it·
very pitiful that a group of blossoming young adults, and in some
cases over-~hill adults, would endear such ·persecution as was
exhibited here on campus. .

a

Did we forget what country we are in,.or is it just a myth that the
United States of America was founded on religious freedom? Did
our forefathers not ·nee !rom their: respective countries to avoid
. persecution?
In most minds it is hard to equate what happened here on campus
with the plight of Jews in Nazi Germany, or for that matter,
present-day Russia. ·The bottom line is that persecution gets its
roots from displays like what was exhibited at EWU this week. To
condone such behavior is•to.accept it, -and that we must not do.
·

Amending the Constittition
won't help to balance budget
By DANIEL J. EVANS
U.S. Senator

Amending the nearly 200-year-old Constitution to require a balanced budget is neither responsible
economics nor responsible politics. Even worse, the argument that a constitutional amendment would
solve our budget woes is a sham.
There are three basic flaws in a balanced budget amendment:
First, it is unworkable. A mandate to balance taxes and expenditures has to define t}lem. Does
spending include outlays of Social Security and highway trust funds? Does it include federal capital,
lending and loan guarantees? Imagine.the Founding Fathers two centuries ago trying to draw dividing
Jines on a trillion-doJlar budget that requires incredibly complex accounting practices. Imagine a
family trying to balance,an annual budget if it had to cover the total cost of a home mortgage i~ the year
it is purchased, as federal bookkeeping now requires.
The balanced budget amendment is devoid of necessary detail. So many expenditures, enclusions and
special-emergency provisions would be necessary to make it workable that it would no longer be
meaningful. The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Deficit Control Act prescribed the appropriate congressional action to treat our national disease of overspending. What we need now is the political will and
discipline to fill the prescription, not a constitutional mandate.
A meaningful amendment would not be workable, and a workable amendment would not be
meaningful. For example, where is the logic in a system that requires only a SO-percent vote to declare
war, but a 60-percent vote for spending to prepare for war?
.
The irony' of this entire debate is that members of Congress who ·have most fiercely opposed the
intervention of the judiciary into busing, school prayer, abortion and other such issues, could support a
proposition which will so clearly invite the court's intrusion in the legislative processes of taxation and
spending.
·
Second, our Constitution has endured well for nearly two centuries because we have respected its
fundamental principles. It is a precious document that establishes·the broad framework of this nation's
organization and its citizens' fundamental rights. Traditionally, it has put responsibility for the
necessary flexible policies demanded by changing times into the hands of the Administration and
lawmakers in Congress.
.
.
The one time this nation strayed from amendments lh.n ited to ministerial changes or fundamental
citizen rights, we learned a painful lesson. Prohibitiori -- established by the 18th Amendment and
repealed by the 24th Amendment -- was not only a scar on the face of our Constitution but also an
embarrassment. Proponents of the amendment screamed, "Keep ·us from drinking!." only to find the
wilJ was not equal to the intentions. There is an unnerving parallel between Protlibition and the balanced
budget amendment. Proponents of the amendment scream, "Keep us from spending!" only to find there
must be the will to equal the words.
Those who ·think this amendment is the solution to keep the nation from overspending should
re-examine their will to craft responsible fiscal policy and a plan for a balanced eco~omy that suits the
times.
·
Last, before we take the irrevocable step of constitutionally mandating our fis~al policy, we should
exhaust every other available recourse. At the least, we should allow the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings plan
a chance to work. Uthe will is'there, then the statutory solution will suffice. Regardless of the path, we
need the will - not constitutional amendments - to put our financial future back on course.
Fortunately, thiS view is being shared increasingly by the general public. In 1982, when the Congress
last debated the issue, a Gallup poll indicated 74 percent of the population favored the Constitutional
amendment. Erosion of public support is mirrored in the results of a,Gallup poll last September. Sup~rt
has plummeted to only 49 percent. Less than half the population believes we should tinker with the
fundamental document that establishes the basic precepts of democracy. 'n1e public's thinking is sound.
Those who cling to the illusion that fiscal policy se~ by the Constitution will solve our economic problems
;houl,t re-examine the facts.

I
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Campus F oruin
B. K. Stewart is ready to get
university working together
by Chris LeBlanc
Editor
Eastern Washington University's
associated students have three
new executive officers. This is
the first of a three part series.
This week The Easterner invites
you to meet the AS president,
B.K. Stewart.
After a close election, in which
her opponent appealed the voters
decision, and a re-election, which
she won by a decisive margin, AS
President B.K. Stewart is eager
to get started.
"(The re-election) made me
want to get started even more,"
said Stewart. "I want to bring in
a ~itive attitude."
The 21-year-old Stewart is a
junior majoring in health administration. She became interested
in student government through
her ties with it as Morrison Hall
president during her sophomore
year.
·
"Part of my duties (as Morri·
son Hall president) were to go to
the AS meetings. That really
intrigued me . . . the people in
there were really positive,'' Stewart recalls.
At the end of the year, Stewart
applied for a vacant council
position and was accepted. Near
the end of the one-quarter term,
she ran for council position one.
She won the post and was reelected for another term. During
fall quarter '85, her fell ow council

members elected her speaker
pro-tern. She held her p0st unu1
last quarter when she was elected
AS president.
"It's really interesting considering I wasn't involved in this
(student government) in high
school," Stewart said, speaking

B.K. Stewart
of her interest in student government.
Stewart was attracted to AS
because of the chaJlenge and
responsibility.
"It's very interesting, alot of
things that we do up here ...
budgeting, working with the administration, setting up dances.
We have to give the OK on all of
that. There's a lot of power up
here, and it's a lot of fun," she
said.

"Every day there is something
new we can do, or we find out
there is something we can't
do ... It's just like working in a
regular office, there's a lot of
experience," said Stewart.
Most Eastern students do not
realize what goes on in their
student government, Stewart
pointed out. She has plans to try
and remedy that problem.
"When I was on council, we
addressed the issue (student apathy toward AS government) a
lot, and I'm sure we'll address it
more this year," Stewart said.
She mentioned her plans to post
council meeting minutes on the
first floor of the PUB and her
wish to circulate an AS publication, much like the Focus, monthly. The publication would update
students on action taken by the
council.
Of her goals for her term,
Stewart said she will strive toward uniting all constituencies on
campus.
"One of my biggest (goals), I
hope, is to get all of us (students,
faculty and administration) to
work together . . . and be one
group for the university ... At
the same time, I'm realistic. It's
something to strive toward, but it
will fiave to be something that
is my ultimate goal. It's not going
to happen overnight," Stewart
explained.
Of her expectations for the job
Stewart said, "you get out of it
what you put into it.''

Study shows employers are

less likely to hire feminists

·

(CPS) -Women may have a
hard time getting a job if their
resumes evince strong feminist
feelings or refer to school projects that a prospective employer
may see as meaning they could
cause "trouble" on the job, a new
study by two professors suggests.
Employers surveyed by Michael Hitt of Texas A & M and
William Zikmund of Oklahoma
State seemed especially reluctant to hire female students who
had done studies of job discrimination.
But corporate preferences for
male applicants in general seem
to be fading, Hitt adds.
Other job placement officials,
howevei:, question Hitt and Zikmund's study, and note 0 political" references on a resume are
always a risk.
"I am not sure if (discrimination) is specific to women's
groups," · says Joe Santos, a
placement officer at Miami of
Ohio.
Employers in general : ,m to
respond less positively "to social
stands of any kind" on resumes,
he observes. ·
Hitt and Zikmund's study suggest companies appear anxious
to respond to feminist applicants
with appropriate care, if not with
jobs.
"The study shows companies
tend to respond to feminist applications to make sure they are
responding to feminists,'' Hitt
says.
Hitt and Zikmund sent the
resumes of two women to some

200 companies.
To see if companies respond to
feminist applicants differently
ta1an they do others, the researchers sent resumes that identified the applicants only by their
initials, resumes that identified
them by fqll name, resumes that
said the applicant had written a
thesis on job discrimination, and
resumes that did not mention the
thesis.
Invariably, the firms replied to
the resumes identified only by
initials with a salutation of "Mister," Hitt recalls.
The resumes that mentioned
the.discrimination thesis and had
the women's full names received
the most responses, but the
majority of them were negative.
Companies, Hitt concludes
from the response, are leery of
hiring someone who might question how they operate.
Santos thinks they're just leery
of hiring anyone whose politics
may offend someone in the firm.
"Whenever you mention involvement with a political stand,
there is always the chance the
person reading the resume may
have a bias the other way,"
Santos says.
But Hitt and Zikmund were
most intrigued by firms' replies
to the resumes that mentioned
the job discrimination thesis, but
were identified only by the applicant's initials.
The companies responded to
them at about the same rate as
they did to applications they
assumed came from men:

"It seems companies were apprehensive only if they felt a
woman was doing a discriminalion study," Hitt says.
As a result, Hitt advises women
who wish to mention on their
resumes activities that might be
considered vaguely "feminist" to
identify themselves by only their
initials.

Walter's
Words
Cheney spring break
rivaled Palm Springs
Spring break in Cheney was nothing short of fabulous.
From Monday's "Naked Redneck Parade" to Friday's "Really,
Really Big Extravaganza and Chili Feed," one could certainly see
why the students who live in Fort Lauderdale and Palm Springs come
to Cheney for spring break excitement.
It was, of course, marred by tragedy when a freshma~ from
Daytona Beach fell from a balcony at the Pinehurst Motel just
moments before the "ReaJly, Really Big Extravaganza and Chili
Feed." Luckily, there are no balconies at the single-story Pinehurst
and he wasn't hurt.
Merle Lippmann, the honorary grand marshal of Monday's parade
was noticeably moved, remarking, i,1 ain't never seen so many nude
people without any clothes on."
Following the parade, local folks put their best gelatin on display for
the fifty-seventh annual Jell-O Tasting Contest. Darlene Scleitz won
for the eight straight year with her hamburger-Jell-O casserole,
narrowly defeating Pete Grick's Jell-O dacquiri.
The men's favorite, the wet parka contest, wa8 held Tuesday.
Ironically, Darlene Scleitz also won the wet parka contest, again
edging out Pete Grick.
A square dance was also held Tuesday. Squares from aJl over the
nation came to slink along the walls, swap glasses cases and not ask
each other to dance.
Wednesday may have been the highlight of the week. Three inches of
rain Tuesday night forced millions of worms out into the street,
prompting the wormicide contest. Students were awarded a beer for
every 10 worm carcasses that they brought in.
By Thursday, most of the networks were covering the spring
fes tivi ties in the major spring break cities. The way to tell if your city
is a major spring break city is to count the words in it. A major spring
break city has two words in it. Fort ~uderdaJe, Daytona Beach, Palm
Springs and Moses Lake are just a few.
Cheney proved itself to be an exception to that rule. On Thursday
and Friday alone, at least 80 million students were arrested for
disorderly conduct, public drunkenness and playing Captain and
Tenille songs on the cello. (Arrrest total is a~other way to tell if you
live in a major spring break city.)
Major spring break towns should also have a lot of fornication,
although that kind of thing is really hard to gauge. The psychology
department put on a fornication workshop on Thursday, and again
Darlene Scleitz and Pete Grick won.
Of course it all built up to Friday's "Really, Really Big
Extravaganza and Chili Feed." Cheney's population swelled to the
size of Paraguay's in anticipation of the event.
At 5 p.m., Love Connection host Chuck Woolery signalled the start of
the ''Really, Really Big Extravaganza and Chili Feed." It was bedlam
in the streets as people scurried around, trying to find out exactly what
the "Really, Really Big Extravaganza and Chili Feed" was. By 4 a.m,
most people were exhausted and called it a night, ending a wild week
in America's fun capital.

But companies responded to
women who did not evince any
feminist philosophies on their
resumes at the same rate they
didtomen.
In previous studies by Hitt and ·
other researchers, companies
tended to respond to male applicants more frequently and more
positively than they did to female
applicants.
While agreeing that how one
presents oneself on a resume
influences h9w companies respond, Marjo1 ie McBride of Oregon State's placement office is
skeptical about Hitt and Zikmund's conclusions.
"I would question the validity
of the study," she says. "It seems
a bit skewed" because each
company got the chance to respond to only one type of resume,
not all four,
Hitt concedes each firm got
only one version of the resume
but maintains his data show ~
"statistically significant" difference between the positive responses to the "feminist resume" and
the three other types.

The Associqted Students of Eastern Washington University paid more than $25,000 this year to fund The
Easterner. Don't waste your money, get the most out
· .of your paper. This goes for all readers, not just
·students. This page is set aside for you to air your
opinions and exercise an open mind by hearing others.
If you've got a question, gripe or comment, write to
The Easterner, Hargreaves Hall, EWU, Cheney, WA
99004.
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Robyn Hitchcock: .not a household name-yet
member of th~ newly-reformed
Squeeze .
Seattle's Moore Theater played
host to Hitchcock and Vancouver,
B.C. warm-up band The Grapes
of Wrath. The Grapes of Wrath
occupied the stage for a long 40
minutes of uninspired pop-punk.
Hitchcock, on the other hand, had
the audience captured from his
first number as he came on stage,
haphazardly strumming his guitar and tossing his cigarette to
the opening notes of "I Wish I

by Brad Muller

Sta ff Reporter

Robyn Hitchcock is not exactly
a household name, and far from a
common name in even an avid
music fan's vocabulary. His current and former bandmates are
probably more familiar than he
is . Kimberley Rew, guitar player
of Hitchcock's earlier group, The
Soft Boys , has gone (lD to achieve
greater commercial success with
his band Katrina and The Waves
and his song "Walking on Sunshine. " Hitchcock 's touring bass
player , Andy Metcalfe, also
has an edge on him being a

Was a Pretty Girl. " Hitchcock's
back-up band, The Egyptians,
powerfully followed him through

selections from his solo albums
as well as some Soft Boy classics
such as "Leppo and the Jooves"
and "Kingdom of Love."
Hitchcock plays his own brand
of psychadelic, psychological pop
music intertwined with monologues more reminiscent of a crazed writer than a rock musician.
As a man fluent . in weirdness,
Hitchcock's performance transcended the normal concert rhetoric into something almost mystical for the mere few hundred fans
and curious . misfits who showed
up despite a recent onslaught of
his albums as American releases.

Benatar gets Alarmed in concert
by Eric Albrecht

Features Editor
The Pat Benatar pop music
extravaganza rolled into the Spokane Coliseum last Saturday,
along with opening act The
Alarm, proving once again that
the Lilac City only attracts acts
on their way up or on their way
down.
The Alarm ar-.: definitely on
their way up. After laboring in
relative obscurity for two albums
("Declaration," "Strength") and
an EP ("The Alarm"), the band
is slowly but surely making a
name for themselves. Their dynamic live show was marred only
slightly by poor sound, but that's
a given with our tired old Coliseum.
Crunching guitar work and a
workman-like drum beat pushed
the strength of such songs as
"Blaze of Glory," ''68 Guns" and
"Spirit of '76" turning on even a
mix of Pat Benatar faru •nd
heavy metal freaks into bw

applause.
The Alarm succeeded
I
in winning an arena full of new
fans, despite their set going on
about two songs too long. Watch
for The Alarm in an MTV c_o ncert
later this month.
Then came Pat Bena tar, the
elfin child of pop music. Pat and
her husband Neil "Spider" Geraldo, have the arena show action
down to an art. She prances about
the stage, shaking a fist and
looking tough, which is pretty
hard to do when you're only about
four feet tall. From the back of
, '.''. :. e Coliseum Bena tar was mere. ly a tiny, animated speck dressed
in black, resembling an animated
bug about to be stepped on.
"Spider" also prances about a
lot, and1 makes a lot of Pete
Townsend motions with his guitar. He grimaces a lot and strums
his guitar violently, as if it were
on fire. It wasn't.
What resulted was about ninety
minutes of big Benatar hits like
"We Live For Love," "Shadows

of the Night," "We Belong,"
"Hell is For Children," "Hit Me
With Your Best Shot" and "Stop
Using Sex as a Weapon" among
numerous others too cumbersome to mention here.
Surprisingly, Benatar's sound
was very clean by Coliseum
standards. It's too bad the music
was so uninspiring. Supposedly
the show was being recorded for
a radio concert on the Westwood
One network. Why anyone would
choose our Coliseum to record in
is beyond me, and to make things
sound like an exciting, happening
show, several warnings were
issued to keep crazedJ>at Bena- ·
tar fans from crushing each other
while rushing the stage. Pretty
corny stuff considering it wasn't
any more crowded than any other
Coliseum show.
Maybe, someday, Spokane will
have a real concert arena and
real, topnotch acts will come to
town, not tired, has-been popsters.

It was well worth the $10 for an
intimate evening with a humble
but entertaining performer in a
theater that did justice to his
sound. If you missed Robyn

Hitchcock on his third American
tour, you can still relive the
experience with his new live
videocassette titled "Gotta Let
This Hen Out."

EWU ·Events
Thursday, April 3
Spo~ane Convention and Visitors Bureau, 2 to 5 p.m., PUB 2B and C.
·
· Friday, April 4
Art Exhibition: Louise Hoescher, EWU Gallery of Art.
Women's Tennis (Gonzaga), 3p.m., Fieldhouse.
Movie: "Back to the Future," 8p.m., SHW Aud.
'
Saturday, t\prll 5
Men's Tennis (Puget Sound), 9a.m., Fieldhouse.
Baseball (Portland); noon.
·
Women's TeQDiS (Puget Sound), 1 p.m., Fieldhouse.
Movie: "Back to the Future," 8 p.m., SHW Aud.
Judo Tourney·, AU Day, PAV.
.
Sunday, April 6
Baseball, <Washingtpn), noon.
.
Movie: "Back to the Euture,!' 8 p_.m., SHW Aud.
.
, ,.
Monday. AP.ril 7
Academic Senate, 3,tc>,5 p.m., PVB ~-

Pasel>{l,U (Le~,and ClatJti; 6:.39 p.m,1,aU.ewiston.
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REQUIRED
COURSE

Pack two years ofAnny ROTC

into six weeks.

You can do it with our Two-Year Program. We'll send you to a special six-week Basic
Camp the summer between your second and third years of college. And that will make
up for the first two years of Army ROTC.
After that, it's back to college, earning an extra $100 a month, up to ten months a
Domino's Pizza Delivers®
the tastiest, most
nutritious 'course' on
your busy schedule. We
make great custom-made
pizza and deliver - steamy
hot - in less than 30
minutes! So take a break
from studying and have a
tasty treat. One call does
it all!

year. Learning leadership principles that will put you way ahead in almost any career
military or civilian .
'
If you're transferring from junior college, or from some other reason .were unable to
take Army ROTC your first two years, you can still catch up. In the Army ROTC Two·Year Program.
Army ROTC. The more you look at it, the better it looks.

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
C>111115 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

II.

235-2000
1879-1 st St.

Cheney

o-,,r{JJ!
JD,J
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®
FREE. .

r----------..-----------~·
i $1 011 II $2 Off II
This summer the Army 'ROTC Basic Camp in Kentucky can give you the tough leadership . training necessary to compete for a commission as an Army Officer. There is NO
OBLIGATION Involved with your participation In Basic Camp. For more information
contact Cpt. Hilling in Cadet Hall, EWU at 359-6104 or toll free from Spokane 458-6288:
or call 359-2386.

1$1.00 off any pizza.
$2.00 off any 16"
11 coupon per pizza. 2-item or more
1
II .
IpIzza.
1
11 coupon per pizza.
I ood at listed
I Good at listed
location.
location.
1

I

I

ARMYROTC.

ll ALL10U ~ BE.
1

L

I Name:
- - - - - - I Phone:
&p1,., 4111• I

I
II
I
I

I

-----1I
______

&p1,.. ,,,,,,.
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Ex-Eastern prof finds art
profitable and·enlightening
by Chad M. Hutson
News Editor

New found idle time has different effects on laid-off teachers,
but for ex-Eastern Prof Pat
Milliron, it has been a light at the
end of the tunnel.
Milliron found a new way to
make a living after his layoff in
1980 as a teacher in neon sculpture.
Milliron has turned his interest
in colored lights and creativity as
an artist into a booming business
in Spokane.
"I was doing pretty good as a
teacher, but when the layoff
came I had to make a living
somehow," said Milliron.
Working toward his Masters
degree in fine arts at Eastern,
Milliron became fascinated with
neon from another teacher who
had built a neon plant on campus.
"I started working with the
neon and fell in love with it. It has
paid off for me now," he said.
Milliron says he has done nearly 90 percent of the neon work in
Spokane's restaurants, banks
and other businesses.
"When I went from teaching to
doing interior neon for a living
they all laughed at me, but now

those same people are coming to
me for my work."
When Milliron started making
interior neon he was the only one
in Spokane. Now there are three
different firms doing neon and

neon for the home is a real big
hit, " said Milliron of his trade.
Milliron makes the· neon signs
and sculptures in the basement of
his house. The small area is
cramped with glass tubes, burn-

One of Milliron's first works
Milliron said he wouldn't be
surprised to see more companies
come in.
"Neon is hot. It is the in thing
now and everybody wants it for
their business," said Milliron.
He added that while commercial neon is big in Spokane,
sculptured neon for the home is
not.
"Spokane is not a very artsy
town and people really scoff when
you tell them you want $150 for a
neon sculpture, but on the coast,

ers and the table which injects
the gasses into the tubing.
" You get burned a lot because
you're working with glass that is
ove,· 400 degrees, but that is
really the only danger," he said.
The three gasses used in making
neon are not harmful, but sometimes hard to work with, Milliron
added.
Neon, which is blue when electrically charged, and argon
which is red when electrically
charged gives neon art its color.

The other range of colors depend
on the flourescent powder inside
the tubing, Milliron said.
Milliron has taught classes in
neon art in his basement shop.
There, students learned how to
take the tubing and turn it into a
glowing piece of art.
" I really miss the look on those
kid's faces when they would plug
their projects in and watch them
light up, it seemed like their faces
lit up more than the neon," he
said.
Milliron said he doesn 't plan to
return to teaching because of the
hassles involved. " You have to
grade the students, and messing
around with the administration
and deans just got to be a pain in
the butt, " said Milliron.
Milliron's 21-year-old son is
following in his father 's footsteps ,
learning the trade that has
brought his father success and
respect as an artist.
"I really have fun doing it, but I
can't compare what I'm doing
now to my teaching, they were
two different areas," • Milliron
said.
Milliron added he hopes to see
neon as a class offering in the
future of fine arts schools. He
would also like to see neon reach
a new height as an art form.
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Film classic
" The Horse's Mouth," a British
film classic about a down-and-out
artist fighting for his soul, will be
presented April 9 at 7 : 30 p.m . at
the Cheney Cowles Memorial
Museum.
The cast of the 1958 film includes Alec Guinness, Kay Walsh ,
Renee Houston, Arthur Macrae
and Mike Morgan.
Based on a novel by Joyce
Cary, the movie tells the story of
Gulley Jimson, an artist who
cajoles, coerces and hoodwinks
for the one thing he really believes in -- his art.
The film is part of the museum 's regular Wednesday Night
Program and is free to the public,
but donations are appreciated.

Russia trip
Does a trip to Russia sound
interesting? Dr . Edmund Yarwood , of the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures,
will be heading a tour to the
Soviet Union between July 6 and
20 . The tour will visit three
cities -- Moscow, Leningrad and
Kiev.
If you are interested in participating in this program, contact
Dr. Yarwood at Ext. 2481.
\

Gardening
A free gardening class will be
offered at Shadle Park High
School on April 17, 24 and May 1
from 7 to 9 p.m . The sessions will
be conducted by the Spokane
Master Gardeners.
For further information, contact Sydney McCrea at 456-3651.

God Squad arrives
to save EWU from
wages ·of sin
by

Eric Albrecht
Features Editor

The God Squad arrived on
campus the first day of classes.
The husband and wife team of
Jed and Cindy Smock, better
know to the world as Brother Jed
and Sister Cindy, brought their
controversial fire and brimstone
preaching show to EWU. Their
style of preaching consisted of
barking insults, threats and
taunts toward students in front of
the PUB, slowly but surely garnering crowds of up to 200.
Attacking controversial topics
like sex, drugs, rock music,
homosexuality, Brother Jed and
Sister Cindy worked the crows
alternately; preaching a sort of
fundamentalism designed to provoke students on college campuses.
Describing homosexual acts in
graphic language, the Smock's
condemned all gays as deviants
and sinners, along with most
everyone else on campus.

An animated figure in front of a
crowd , Sister Cindy leaps,
screams and spits while cajoling
her audience. One on one, she is
much more subdued.
"We're trying to provoke
people into thinking about religion," she said in an interview on
Monday. " By making the Lord
and Christianity a controversial
topic, we're trying tQ get people
to read the Bible an'd challenge

our ideas . It has proven to be an
extremely successful way of
turning pee.pie away from lives of
sin and to God. "
.
The heckling and jeers from
the crowd are all part of their
scheme, according to Cindy. She
seems like completely different
person away from the crowd,
taking long pauses between sentences 'and glancing fondly at
Evangaline, the Smock's infant
daughter.
"We often find that our most
persistent hecklers become our
biggest converts in the end,'' she
said. " They try to challenge our
findings from the Bible and end
up finding out that we're telling
the truth."

The Smock's have been on the
road since January, beginning at
college campuses in southern
California and working their way
norht. The next Jeg of their trip
will take them east. In the last ten
years Jed and Cindy hav e
preached on over 500 college .
campuses across the country.
While the audiences may be
verbally abusive, they usually
don't get violent, Cindy said.
" We expect people to disagree
with us when we condemn their
lives of sin," she commented.
"Jed has been punched a few
times, and had his foot broken in
an assault once. I was egged at
Idaho and they threw me into a
pond, but I came out of the water
preaching."

An EWU student challenges Sister Cindy
She said that these incidents
around the country haven 't made
them nervous traveling with a
small daughter. " We're will ing
to give up ourlives, as well as our
daughter's , to preach the word of
God."
Sponsored by an organization
called Campus Ministries USA,
the Smock's preach five days a
week, usually spending a couple
of days at each campus. Neither
would divulge where the funding
for campus Ministries USA
comes from .
The Smock's were profiled in
the March Z'l issue of Rolling
Stone magazine.

Fantily Planning
"It Makes Sense"
• Day & Evening Hours
• All Birth Control Met hods & S upplies
• Communi ty Education
• Pregnancy Testing & Counse ling
• Accessible - 3 loca tions
• Medical & Social Service Referra ls
• Confidential, Low-cost services

Call 326-2142 for infor m ation or an appointmen t

Planned Parenthood
of Spokane
W. 52 1 Garland • S poka ne, WA
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sj)orts
Eagles go 8-4 in Arizona

.

.

EWU dro s Pac-10 opener to GU

Eutem's Mark Sutherland takes a cut in action against Gonzaga Monday.
Less than perfect EWU pitching and flawless defense by Gon-

A -thr.e e-run Gonzaga fourth
was 1the death knoll for the

Gonzaga 5, EWU 1 ·
301
000
000
000
100
Evans and Burkhardt; Schermer and Isaacson.

GU
EWU

001

5

8
8

0
3

HITS: GU-O'Nell 2.
EWU-lsaacson 2 (HR), Cook 2.

' zaga spoiled the home opener for
the Eastern Eagle baseball squad
as they lost to the Bulldogs, 5-1
Monday afternoon.
The contest also marked the
opening of the conference schedule for both Pacif··•l0 Northern
Division teams.

Eagles. Leading 1-0, four straight
singles led to one GU run. The
others came on a two-run double
by Bulldog third baseman David
Hutt.
Gonzaga pitcher Scott Evans
allowed the Eagles· only six hits

and aided his own cause with
several outstanding fielding
plays.
"That Evans kid did a super
job," said Eagle coach Jim Wasem.
One of those plays came in the
bottom of the second as Evans
cut down Eagle catcher Chris
lssacson with a perfect throw to
the plate as lssacson was trying
to score the game's first run.
It was Issacson that scored the
only run of the contest for EWU
with a home run in the seventh:
During spring break, the Eagles played 12 games in an eight

day period, running up a 8-4
record as well as making great
improvements to the offense.
"Beautiful weather and our
kids played great," said Wasem.
"Our only real problem was we
ran out of pitching, so a couple of
kids had to throw with just a
couple of days rest. That's just
not enough time.''
The Eagles won their .first
seven contests of the roa~ trip,
including four straight against
Northern Colorado the first two
days. During the streak, Eastern
outscored their opponents 78-10,
including wins of 17-0 and 11-0

over NCU, 15-1 against Linfield
and 12-1 over Willamette. For the
12 games, the Eagles averaged
9.8 runs a game, while beating
their opponents by 4.4 a game.
"Our hitting was super. We
came back hitting .333 as a
team," said Wasem. "We hit wen
in the clutch."
The Eagles are now 10-10 for .
the season. They continue in
P~C-10 Northern Division play
this weekend, hosting the universities of Portland and Washington
in doubleheaders, then travel to
Lewiston to take on Lewis and
Clark State Monday.

A potpourri of personal pondering
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

Ah, yes. Len Stevens and the
Washington State University
men's basketball team.
I hear that ole' Len and. his
~Y~.-... ~uh?

2 Minute
Warning

six months away.
Then I can pick on the Cougar
football team.
No, I don't like Jim Walden,
either.

•••

An overview of everything
that's going on in the sporting
world (in other wor~. I don't
have a topic this week).

•••

.

by Steve Smltb

Sporu Etlltar

The basketball season is over?
But, who am I (gasp) to make
the brunt of my jokes?
Actually, I don't feel all that.
bad. 'nle football season is only

Congratulations to the University of Idaho women's basketball
team on their championship in
the Women's National Invitational Tournament. They faced some
tough competition, and with their
6-foot-t set of "Twin Mary's"
Haese and Westerwelle, they
came through.
Pity, though. 11ley lose to
Eastern in the opening round of
the MWAC tourney and still make
it to the WNIT.
Must mean that the Eagles
weren't good enough for the
selection committee. Just better
than the Vandals.

••••

In our last edition of the winter
quarter, I said the team with the
K would win the NCAA championship. I wasn't wrong.

Louiville is in Kentucky.

•••

There are some people who
think the Seattle Mariners could
tie as good as to.finish second this
year in the American League
West.
Some even think the Mariners
could win the division.
Yes, Seattle has one of the best
young firstbasemep in Alvin Davis. Yes, they're now solid at third
with Jim Presley and in left field
with Phil Bradley.
I'll even accept that Mike
Moore, Matt Young and Mark
Langston can form a good, young
pitching staff.
'
But second in the AL West? I
have my doubts.
They still need a fourth for the
starting pitching rotation and the
bullpen is weak since Ed Vandeberg was traded.
The problems go on.
The middle of the infield has a
gaping hole in. Both the shortstop and second base spots are
very weak. Yes, Spike OWens bas
a good glove, but can't hit.
Second baseman Jack Perconte
is just the opposite.
'fllere will still be troubles at
second. Harold Reynolds is like
OWens - good mitt, no bat. But

shortstop could be strong if Danny Tartabull can play in the
Kingdome like he did in Calgary.
The outfield is also a question
mark. Dave Henderson is not that
great in center, and Al Cowens
just don't cover the ground in
right like he used to.
Bob Kearney is a good catcher,
not great. Steve Yeager is -n. The
catching squad is in trouble.
So are the Vane ... uh, Seattle
Mariners. No better than fourth
in the AL West.

•••

Spring football. The WSU
squad is complaining about the
injuries they have, and the fact
that their all-american quarterback <so they said . .. though
Rypien never was) has to be
replaced by' a fifth-year senior
who's played about three minutes
in his whole college career.
Spring football. ·The University
of Idaho, with a new coach, is
doing aerobic dancing to get his
team in shape.
Spring football. The Eagles
start April 7, with the Orland
Killin Football Scrimmage and
Lobster Feed (always crucial to
football drills) set for May 10.

Spring Football.
What a wute of time. ·

•••
The Eagle baseball squad fared
well during spring break, winning eight of their 12 games in
Arizona. They scored 117 runs, an
average of 9.75 runs a game .
They gave up only 5.4 runs a
contest.
·
The improvement from the
first seven games of the season,
when they averaged only 7A; runs
a game.
Problem is, during those first
seven, they gave up 5.8 a game.
Not many teams play defense
as poorly as Northern Colorado
did in the fU'St four games of the
Arizona tour.
·Proof of that came later in the
week for Eastern. Yes, they did
beat Northern Colorado 17-0 and
11-0, Linfield 15-1 and Willamette
12-1.
But at the same time, they lost
to Grand Canyon 14-6 and Western New MexicQ by scores of
12-l0and 14-11.
The offense is there. The defense has yet to arrive.
The PAC-10 Northern Division
season has , begun. The defense

better get here soon.
Think about it.

I
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Eastern basketball: The year that was
Souther, Cochran lead
women to second place
finish in Mountain West
by Steve Smith
Sports editor
While their third Mountain West Athletic Conference tournament
berth ended with a whimper, the Eastern Washington University
women's basketball squad leaves the 1986 season with a building block
for next season.
The Eagles finished with a 15-12 record, third in the league. After
avenging three previous defeats to Idaho in the regular season,
EWU beat the Vandals 62-60 in the conference tournament semifinals,
but were thrashed by Montana 65-39 in the championship game.
Only one of the Eagles starting five, All-MW AC first-team forward
Cristy Cochran, will be lost to Coach Bill Smithpeters by graduation.
Brenda Souther, EWU's other conference first-teamer returns, as
does forward Lisa Danner and their backcourt duo of Roj Johal and
Sonya Gaubinger.
The only other losses for Smithpeters will be f~ur-time letter winner
Kathy Taylor and Gretchen Byerly.
The power behind the Eagles season came mostly from Cochran
early on in the season as Souther was forced to sit out because of
academic problems not of her own making. Due to her extended
playing time , Cochran ended the season second in scoring and
rebounding with averages of 15.0 and 8.6, respectively .
But when she returned to the floor , Souther, an honorable mention
All-American in Street and Smith magazine pre-season basketball
yearbook, was still the main force behind the Eastern offense. She
averaged 19.9 points and 11.1 rebounds a game.
The 6-foot-2 Souther became the school 's all-time leading shot
blocker this season with 255, an average of 3.6 a game. With one year
remaining in her college career, she also is the all-time leader in
career field goal percentage at 57.2 percent and career scoring
average at 15.5 points a game.
Souther set six school records this season. Her 19.9 a game scoring
average broke the record of 18.9 set by Fay Zwarych in 1984. She set
three single game records against Gonzaga with marks of -17 fi eld
goals in 27 attempts, both records, and 36 points.
Souther also set the single season field goal r ecord 58.0 percent this
season, beating her own mark of 57 .9 set last year .
Both of the Eagle front-liners ·continued their climbs on the EWU
all-time lists this past year. Cochran 's 405 points this season was the
ninth best single season scoring performance, while Souther's 398 was
the 10th.
Cochran is sixth in rebounds (706), seventh in scoring (1 ;65 ) and
second in free throws attempted and made . Souther is fifth in scoring
( 1099) , fourth in rebounding (755) and fifth in field goals ( 488 ).

EWU MEN'S BASKETBALL
FINAL STATS
Ast. Reh. Pts. Avg.
46 97 425 16.3
Brown
62 150 376 13.4
Otis
55 258 259
9.3
Randa
153 82 2IO 7.5
Dean
37 45 189 6.8
Griffen
Thompson
I 66 167
6.4
13 105 164 6.3
Banks
Goldwire
31 19 59 2.7
Patterson
15 69 60 2.3
2.1
Perkins
3 16 25
Gaulding
1.7
7 2 22
EWU WOMEN.~S BASKETBALL
FINAL STATS
Ast. Reh. Pts. Avg.
Souther
24 222 398 19.9
Cochran
87 233 405 15.0
Danner
28 168 297 11.0
Johal
7.6
173
40 204
Gaubinger
5.9
80 119 160
Taylor
12
4.1
59 I IO
Stewart
30
3.9
55
89
Byerly
2.3
6
41
51
Dickson
5
17
20
1.5 .
Karnes
19
14
27
I. I
Edwards
5
7
10
1.0
Bannister
2
2 0.3
5
Kniseley
2 0.3
I
3
Wolkey
0
0
I
0.3
MAJOR INDEPENDENTS
FINAL STANDINGS
Notre lhme
Cleveland State

East,:rn Wi:~.~%./ington
Pan American
Marquette
New Orleans
Dayton
DePaul

w

L

22
21
20
20
18
16
17
16

5
6
8
8
10
11
12
12

MOUNTAIN WEST CONFERENCE
FINAL STANDINGS
ovr.
cnf.
24-3
13-1
Montana
E. Washington

9-S

23-4
14-11

Montana State.
Boise State
Weber State
Portland State
Idaho State

7-7
5-9
5-9
4-10
2-12

13-12
13-13
11-15
8-17
5-21

Idaho

l l -3

Backcourt pair of Brown,
Dean power Eagles to
20-win season in Div. 1·
By Steve Smith

Sports editor

Four full -time and one part-time starter will be lost to Coach Joe
Folda 's Eastern Washington University Eagles next season, but a pair
0 f key reserves return , giving the EWU basketball staff high hopes for
t he 1987 season .
The Eagles will be losing their top three leaders from this season in
s coring, rebounding and assists . Eastern finished the season 20-8, one
of 70 Division 1 teams to win 20. They missed out on a shot a t this
s eason 's National Invitational Tournament.
Eastern tied one team record this season with 15 wins at Reese
Court. The Eagles were 15-1 at home, but just 5-7 on the road .
· The key loss for Eastern will be the backcourt duo of Roose velt
Brown , who led the Eagles in scoring this season, and point guard
Leroy Dean. Brown averaged 16.3 points a game and was thir d in both
rebounding and assists with 97 and 46 , respectively .
Though the Eagles coaches labeled him as not being a " true " point
guard , Dean led the Eagles with 153 assists , an average of 5.5 a ga me ,
and 41 steals. He was fourth in both scoring , with a 7.5 average , and
rebounding, with 82.
The other losses for Eastern will come on the front line , as starting
center John Randa and forwards Rob Otis and Eric Patterson are both
scheduled to graduate . The 6-foot-8 Randa was the top rebounder and
t hird in scorir.e , av~raging 9.3 points and 9.2 boards a contest.
Otis led the Eagles in blocked shots with 18, and was second in
scoring , rebounding , assists and steals . Patterson was used primarily
as a reserve, but started seven contests this season, ranking ninth in
scoring and sixth in rt bounding.
Two of the biggest surprises for Folda 's Eagles this season were
reserves Dexter Griffen and David Thompson.
Griffen , the sophomore transfer from Community Colleges of
Spokane, filled the shoes of Brown after the Eagles ' top scorer
suffered his injury. Though his playing time was limited to 435
minutes , Griffen scored 189 points , an average of 6.8 a game. He also
Contributed 37 a ssists, 13 blocked shots and 45 rebounds .
Thompson , the 6-foot-10 junior center, was second in blocked shots
the Eagles with 14. He also grabbed 66 rebounds and scored 167
p oints, an average of 6.4 a game.
f or

Eastern set no individual records this season, but both Randa and
- \IDean
moved up on EWU 's all-time leaders lists. Randa ranks seventh

in career rebounding with 471. Dean ranks eighth in career assists
with 239 and assists in a single-season with 153.

National sports briefs------

...,,

Jones fourth in dhigh jump at NCAA championships
Roddie Haley of Arkansas and
Lee McRae of the University of
Pittsburgh each set world records as Arkansas won the NCAA
Indoor Track Championship last
week in Oklahoma City.
Eastern Washington ' & Greg
Jones, the only Eagle to qualify

for the national meet, finished for
a tie for fourth in the high jump.
Jones' effort of 7-2½ tied him
with Bill Jansinski of Arkansas.
James Lott of the University of
Tennessee won the high jump at
7-5. The University of Washington's Rick Noji, a national cham-

pion in the event as a high school
senior, finished sixth at 7-1 ½ .
Haley, a sophomore who is the
defending national champion in
the outdoor 400-meter event,
broke his own 500-meter record
with a time of : 59.82. The time

was better than his mark in the
preliminaries of 1: 00.69, also a
record.
McRae , also a sophomore, set a
new mark in the 55-meter dash of
: 05 .99 , bettering Carl Lewis '
three-year record of :06.02.

UM committee recommends reduction in programs
The University of Montana's
Athletic Committee has recommended the school reduce its
sport's program because of budget reductions to the state-supported Montana Universities Sys-

tern.

The recommendations would
be implemented in the 1986-87
school year.
The proposal would drop the
school's men's tennis and golf

Krystleowiak, Raiidall
top selections on BSC
all-conferenee Ist team
Larry Krystkowiak of the University .of Montana and Dwayne
Randall of Nevada-Reno led this
year's selection as the Big Sky
Conference announced its all-conference teams.
Krystkowiak, who was also
named as the league's MVP, and
Randall were the only unanimous
selections to the first team. The
two were joined by Andre Spen-

cer and Andy Hurd of Northern
_Arizona and Idaho State's Donn
Holston.
The AII-BSC second team included Alan Campbell and Walt .
Tyler of Weber State, Tony
Hampton and Kral Ferch of
league champion Montana State,
Mike Graefe of Idaho State and
Ken Luckett of the University of

Idaho.

and women's gymnastics programs. The report also suggested
the school drop from NCAA Division 1-AA in football back to
Division 2, but maintain its Division 1 affliation in all other

sports .
The cuts would still allow Montana to keep its NCAA affiliations
and remain as members of the
Big Sky and Mountain West
·Conferences.

Top golf pros to appear at
Junior League exhibition
Golf greats Jack Nicklaus, Ben
Crenshaw, Peter Jacobsen and
Fuzzy Zoeller will tee off in
Spokane on May 5 at the Spokane
Country Club for the Junior League of Spokane's 1986 Golf Exhibition.
Spectator tickets , which include parking at the Fairwood
Shopping Center and a free shut. tie to the country club are $35 and
are available at all pro shops and
at Washington Trust banks . Spectator tickets will be limited to the

first 3,000 people.
The golfers will also present a
one-hour clinic the day of the
exhibition . Tickets for the clinic
are $100 and include free parking
. at Fairwood, a shuttle bus ride to
the country club, the clinic and
the exhibition.
All funds raised at the event
will go to support Spokane Junior
League projects for the 1985-86
year . For furth er information
call Chai rm an Marguerite Busch
at 466-9580.

Our 1986 color catalo~ features many of the most in novative new products in bicycling.
Together with dozens of ti ps to
increase your riding e njoyment.
To get your
catalog, c.all toll ·
free anytime
1-800HOT GEAR.

fre.

The advantage isobviou.s."'

...

Velo
Sport Cyclery
IS OPEN AT ITS

NEW LOCATION !
108 Col leg e St . 235-6531
Around the corner from old loca11on

(.)
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Troubled waters run deep_

NC

faces ·major problems

the 'basketball team were arrestbars and· stop drinking.
University of Georgia after she
that can be difficult for ·18 or 19 or
ed on sexual assault charges
•••
refused to give preferential . 20 year olds to handle," said Fitzwhile on a road trip to Wisconsin.
December 22, l9i85. Three Easttreatment to student athletes. In
gerald. "That does not exonerate
The university was considering
ern Washington basketball playa landmark decision, Kemp was
anyone, but because there is a
(First in a four-part series)
not only the cancellation of the · ers, John ·Randa, Rob Otis and
awarded a $2.57 million in dam- · sports· section in the paper, it
It's been a busy year for college
does make news. Athletes have to .
team's last 11 games but the
Nate Perkins, are arrested and
ages.
athletics.
dropping of the program altogecharged with theft after an eyeThe NGAA is also trying to put
learn that. ''
A major showcase for the
ther. While they did neither, UM
witness reported the three had
a stop to the academic problems
We've got to remember we're
NCAA, the basketball national
dealing with human beings and
did forfeit a- game to Northwestaken 153 cans of pop from a
by implementing a system of
championships, concluded this
we're golng to get some bad
tern, and in prdtest, head basketvending machine in Pocatello.
higher GP As in core curriculum
week. It is being considered by
apples," said Grambo. "I don't,
ball coach Jim Dutcher resigned.
After arriving back in Cheney,
and raising the mandatory SAT
many to have been a major step
however, think it's a reflection on
As with Tennessee, the incident
Eagle coach Joe Folda said it was
score for incoming freshman ath~
for the NCAA back from its
the· athletic programs in which
opened a wound in Minnesota
an "incredibly stupid thing to
letes.
recent doldrums.
· these things are happening."
basketball. Soon after, it was
do."
•••
Still, those problems just don't
These
are
the
problems
that
learned
that
one
of
the
three,
But the action of athletes have
go away.
•••
face·
college
athletics
today.
20-year-old Mitch Lee had been
reflected on their programs. It
But crime isn't the only probCrime, drugs, less money and
' aquitted of another sexual aswas the actions of Quinton Dailey
In January, University of Tenlem facing the NCAA.
sault charge in January. Last
failing grades.
at the University of San Francisnessee quarterback Tony Robin- Drug · abuse has become so
College athletics in our nation
co and John "Hot Rod" Williams
son was arrested on drug char- · year, UM guard Todd Alexander
widespread in college sports that
was
charged
with
using
a
stolen
has
loQg
been
revered.
There
is
at
Tulsa University that forced
ges. The arrest opened a panthe NCAA has set up a program
bank c~rd and theft of a stereo, . of testing athletes who will be
no gre3ter tradition µian college
both schools to drop their basketdora 's box at UT.
·
both a misdemeanor.
ball programs.
A credit card and gas receipts
competing in bowl or champion- · football on Saturday afternoon.
i
Why, then, are these things
Still, both Grambo and Fitzgerbelonging to a booster was found .
shipgames.
happening to college sports?.
The problems are local as well.
ald feel the individual athlete, not
in Robinson's car. A motel owner
- The cost of college sports has
"I don't think it's just happenIn February, two wrestlers from
the institution, is where the probin Knoxville said he gave away
skyrocketed in recent years. The
ing in college spo~, but that's
Washington State University
"$100,000 worth of motel rooms"
lem lies.
.
State of Mont.'\na is taking action
what we hear about because of
were arrested and charged with
"We do the best we can. We
to Tennessee players, coaches
to curb costs •at both the Univ~rthe high exposure," said Whitfelony second degree burglary.
hope to build good character,"
and their ' families over the last
sity of Montana and Montana
worth College athle,tic director
According to Pullman police
said Grambo. "Still, we do get
two decades. UT football players
State University. In Washington,
Bill Grambo. !'We know the
reports, the two,, Ro~rt Freund
some who have their own wa~ of
have been accused of selling
state representative Dan Grimm
crime rate is extremely high
and Scott Cook were found with
doing things."
·complimentary game tickets for
proposed a plan that would have
"(Athletes) are considered a
an estimated $2000 worth of furnithroughout the nation."
·as much as $200 a piece.
had students paying for athletics
ture and a washing machil)e in
"I'm not so sure that it's ·little bit different. They're in the
The problems at Tennessee are
with tuition increases, but the
· differe,,t from the rest of our
their apartment which had been
public eye and take a greater
not an isolated incident. The
proposal failed when voted on.
society,"
said
Gonzaga
athletic
stolen from a caml)\IS dormatory.
public stand," said Fitzgerald.
problems in college athletics are
- While costs rise, grade point
director Dan Fitzgerald. "I think
The two gave statements admit·widespread.
averages go down and some
"We get great coverage for ·
ting the theft.
it's extremely unfortunate, not
athletes are giyen special consisports for some of the good tbings
only for the people involved, .but
WSU wrestling coach Phil ParIn college basketball, a major
de-rations. When instructors comthat happen," said Grambo. "We
ker
said
after
the
incident
that
he
·
for
the victim.
scandal occurred early in the
plain, they are fired.
have to take some of the bad.!'
referred the two to counselors
"But I think tbe athlete is under
seas~n at the University of MinAs an example, .D r. Jan Kemp
(Next week: What can be done
and ordered them to stay out of
the microscope a litUe bit and
nesota when three members of
alleges
she
was
fll'ed
by
the
to
solve the NCAA's problems.)
I
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

•••

.

(

•••

•••

Spring football drills set
Men's, womeq's track squads
to
begin
on
Monday
prepare for weekend in Montana
Both Eastern's men's and women's track squads are scheduled to compete this weekend in
meets set for Missoula.
The men will face the University of Montana and Montana State
in a triangular meet, while the .
women are scheduled to appear
in the Missoula Invitational. The
men's squad will also have representatives in Spokane at the
Spokane Tartan Cup meet Satur-

day.
During spring break, a number
of Eagles turned in winning
performances at the following
events:
Whitman Invitational: Four
~gles took first, as did the EWU
400 meter relay squad. Winners
included Alan Hjort in the 1500,
Pete Smith in the pole vault,
Darryl Genest in the 5000 and
Dave Stapleton in the 110 meter

Monroe finishes
.10th.in MWAC
championships
.

.

The Eastern gymnastics squad
finished fourth at the Mountain
West Athletic Conference touma- ·
ment two weeks ago with a teani
score of 151.85.
Senior Rozanne Monroe led the
Eagles with a ·s1.7 .-all-around .
score, placing 13th in the· meet.

She was 10th in the vault with an
8.9.
.,Boise State woo the conference
title 't_Vith a team score of 178.55,
followed by two-time defending
champion Montana and Montana
State.

hurdles.
,
EWU Invitational: Sprinter
Steve Jackson and weightman
Lex Strom collected double wins
in this event, held in Pasco. ,
Jackson won both the 400 meters and the 400 meter hurdles,
while Strom got victories in the
discus and hammer throw.
Eastern registered the day's .
only event sweep as Chris Vio.
Jette, Bob Pliler and Dan Hardbeck took the top three places,
· respectively, in the 800 meters.
Other winners for the Eagle
men included Matt McPherson in
the ' long jump, Chris Benson in
the ~hot put and Rich Conner in
the 1500.

WE'RE

with an effort of 147-2 to place
third in the meet in Eugene. No
Eagle won an event in the meet.

11111 ~"::: American Red Cross+

(A}:1 ...- . -

Graduate Study In Speech/Langua1• Pathology and
.. - Audiology at Idaho -State University ~
High quality M.S. programs In both Speech/Language Patholegy and Audiology, ·
accredited by Amerlc,n Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
Graduate fellowships
and.. ~sslstantshlps available for amoU'nts of $2400-$5000
.
'•
per year.
Out-of-state tuition waivers available for non-Idaho residents, 16-month currlculums· for students with B.S. In. S P & A, 24-month eurdculums· for students with
Bachelors In other majors.
·
,,

Head on down to:

ATHLETES EDGE
Retan ·a Team s,_prtlng Good•·
,

F.or Information and application forms write to:
Director of Graduate Studies , ·
Departmen·t of S~ch Pathology & Audiology
Idaho State University
Pocatello,
ID 83209-0009
- , .

(509) 235-5737

Owner: Larry Lunke

.Sale starts Thurs., April 3 through April 12
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Saving lives can be very expensive. The costs of our disaster
relief and other humanitarian programs keep mounting.
And we can't afford to come up short.
Please help.

Oregon Invitational: Bedell set

25-50% off running, tennis, ·aerobic, volleyball, bas~etball, baseball, wrestling
and soccer shoes.

Cheney, WA 99004

Eastern expects to return all
but seven starters off a team that
was 9-3 last season and advanced
to the NCAA Division 1-AA quarterfinals. The Eagles are scheduled to begin their season September 6 at home against Boise
State.

a new school record in the discus

SHOE Cl!.EARANCE SALE

1710·2nd 'Street

3.

r

For the women, freshman Amy
Hogarth was victorious in her
first college-event, winning the
100 meters with a time of 12.8 The
only other win for the women
came from Diane ~ell in the
discus .

.

. fll

Upwards of 90 new and"returning players are expected . as the
Eastern Eagle football squad
begins spring drills April 7.
The Eagles will practice for
five weeks, with the final event
being the fi'fth-annual Killin
Scrimmage and Lobster Feed
May 10. EWU is also scheduled to
scrimmage in the Tri-Cities May

'
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Eagle Scoreboard
BASEBALL
12-Game Southern Trip

at Phoenix, Arizona
DAYl
EWU 17, N. COLORADO0
NC.,"U0000000-0 2S
EWUS00806x -17150
McBride, Stoffel (4), Schulter (4) and Springary; Schermer and luacaon.
HITS: EWU-8poon S doubles, SUtherland 2,
McDonald 3.
EWU7, N. COLORADO l
• NCUOOOOOOl -1 82
: EWU 321100X - 7100
,
Cauldy, Anderson (4) and'Thomuino; Olson
and McCarron.
HITS: NCU-Goldaberry 2. EWU-Williama 2,
Plew 2.

'O\ACK
Wllltmaa lnvltatloaal
Men'aresults
4xlOOrelay

43.2
44.7

l . EWUll
2. Ewu,2
Steeplechase
2. Stan Holman (E)
3. Steve Landro (E)
6. Jay Enzler (E)
1500metera
l. Alan Hjort (E)
3. Chris Violette (E)
Pole Vault
l . Pete Smith (E)
110 hurdle11
l . Dave Stapleton (E)
3. Jay Mires <E>
Shot put
2. Leroy Wallen <E>
4. Chris Glenn (E)
400meten
2. Tim Frost (E)
lOOmeters
2. Brian Seekins <E>
S. Mike Boehnke (E)
IOOmeters
2. Tor Berg (E)
s.Jack Foller (El
200meters
S. DoUI Rich <E>
6. Darrin Crow <E>
Discus
S. atria Glenn (El
5000meters
l . Darryl Geneat (El
2. Rich Conner (El ··
4X400~y
2.EWUll
3. EWUl2

9:29.8

9:30.6
10:02.3
3:54.5
3:58.6
14-0
15.6
16.2
53-2"2
47.5
49.5
11.0
11.1
1:55.1
1:58.8

22.5
2:U

159-3
15:12.5
15:22.0
3:22.5
S:25.2

OREGON WOMEN'S OPEN •

Eugene, March 15
1500 meten-section one
3. Maria Batney (El 5:04.82.
100m. Hurdles-heat one
5. Tina Leliefleld <E> 16.8
400 meters-heat one
5. Wendy Wheeler (E) 1:09.13
100 meters-heat one
5. Dawnell Howard <E> 13.14
Discus
4. Diane Bedell (E) 147-2
EWU INVITATIONAL

Pasco, March 22
Women's events
lOOmeten
1. Arny Hogarth (EWU) 12.8
5. Dawnell Howard (EWU) 15.2
200meters
4. Arny Hogarth <EWUl 7.6.2
IOOmeters
4. Maria Barney CEWU> 2:25.4
1500meten
4. Maria Barney (EWU) 5:01.0
5. Mindy Ball <EWU) 5:09.7

NCAA Indoor Championships
HlghJwnp
1. James Lott (Tenn) 7-5.

2. Dothel Edwards (Geo) 7-33/.a.
3. Greg Consalves (Bost> 7-2½.
<Consalves 3rd on less attempts)
4. Greg Jones [EWU] 7-Z 1h.

tie-BillJansinski (Ark).
6. Rick Noji (UW) 7-1½.

300meten
3. Nancy Selby <EWUl 11: 15.3
5. Amy Corey <EWU) 11 :20.4
400 meter relay
1. Spokane CC
2.EWU
1600 meter relay
l. No. Idaho CC
2. Spokane CC
3. EWU
Javelin
2. Terri Arnonaon CEWU> 141·5
3. Jo Ethridge (EWUl 134-8
4. Stormi Olson <EWU> 130-1
Lon,Jump
3. Dawnell Howard (EWU> 16-2
Shot Put
4. Diane Bedell (EWUl 3M!n
6. C.J . Balta CEWU) 35-4
Discus
I. Diane Bedell (EWU) 142·7
3•.Gina Dobaon CEWU> 126-0
6. Lannie Anderson CEWU) 1.19-9
Men'• results
ll0hurdlea
3. Dave Stapleton (EWU) 15.l
400burdlea
l. Steve Jackson (EWU) 52.3
lOOmeten
3. Brian Seekina ( EWU) 11.3
5. John Raymond <EWU) 11.5
200meters
5. Mike Boehnke <EWU> 22.2
400meten
l. Steve Jackson (EWU) 53.5
4. Bill Sipe11 CEWU) 59.5
800meten
l. Chria Violette (EWU) 1:52.8
2. Bob Piller (EWU) 1:54.6
3. Dan Hardebeck CEWU) 1:56.6
1500meters
l . Rich Conner (EWU) 3:56.11
4. Jack Folger (EWU> 4:01.2
6. Tor Berg (EWU) 4:03.l
400 meter relay
l . Spokane CC
2.EWU#2
3. EWUMl
1600 meter relay
l. Spokane CC
2. EWUll
3. NICC#l
4.EWU#2
5000meters
2. Alan Hjort <EWUl
3.Stan Holman <EWU>
Javelin
3. Phil Smithson (EWUl
5. Jeff Galland <EWU>
HighJump
2. Cory Co~tock <EWU) Min
ShotPut
l. Chria Benson CEWU) 59-1
2. Leroy Walters CEWU) 50-10~
4. Chris Glenn <EWU> 21-4
6. Chuck Bowden CEWU) 39-10

. 411.7
53.3
4:lU
4:20.6
4:30.9

DAY2
EWU 6, N. COLORADO l
EWU3000201-690
NCU 000 100 0 - 15 l
Larson and luacaon; Di.salle and Thomuino.
HITS: EWU-Cook 2, Plew 2. NCU-Murphy

DAY3
EWU 10, LINFIELD 6
Lnfid0213000- 6 60 '
EWU004123x -10141
. Schmitt and Garrison; Schultz and luacaon.
HITS: LU-Lyle11 2. EWU-JJlew 2 HR,
Bridges 3, McDonald 2, Schermer 2, Cook 2,
Sutherland 2.

EWU 15, LINFIELD l
EWU 021 401 7 - 15 11 3
. Lnfld 0000010 - 1 3 4
EWU 11, N. COLORADO0
Stalker and McCarron; Frost, Allen (4),
EWU 4112300- 11131
Baker (6), Lucaa (7) and Garrison.
NCUOOOOOO0- 0 31
HITS : EWU-Schermer, triple.
Fox and McCarron; Parlaplano, Reynolds
. DAY4
(3l, Schuller (4l and Thomasino.
EWU 12, WILLAMETl'E l
HITS: EWU-McDonald 4 (2 doubles, 2
EWU 8001120 - 12180
homerunsl Garwood · 2 doubles, Plew 2.
WlmtOOO0l00- 151
NCU-Courtney 3.
Plew and Shull ; Nokelby and Highberger.
HITS: EWU-Dovre 2, Williama 3, McDonald
•2, Schermer 2, &rton 2, Shull 2.
GRAND CANYON 14, EWU 6
EWU 020 012 010 - 6121
GCU 113 02007x - 14130
Schermer, Schutz (5l , McCarron (6), Garrwood (Bl and lssacson ; Wlckander, Fields (7l
and Kent.
HITS: EWU-McDonald 2, Spoon 3, Plew 3.
GCU-Caldwell 2, Duffy 2, Johnson 2.
EWU a, GRAND CANYON 7
EWU 030 0500 - 8121
GCU 001 023 1 - 7 5 2
Olson and lssacson; Johnson, Clark (5l,
Webster (6) and Guerro.
HITS : EWU-Dovr.e 2, McDonald 2, lssacson
2, Sutherland 2, Plew 2.
DAY5
W. NEW MEXICO 12, EWU 10
EWU 3250000 - 10112
WNM 114 060x - 12112
Larson, Garwood (6l and lssacson; Bigio,
Gomez (3l, Romero (7l and Piazza.
HITS: EWU-Schermer 2, Cook 4. WNM·
Chacon 2, Plazza 2, Bennett 2.
2.

<.- .

W. NEW MEXICO 14, EWU 11
. WNM 117 lll 2 - 14 13 l
EWU 1601300 - 11143
Romero, Tellez (5) and Piazza; Rox and
Schull.
HITS: WNM-Nelaon 2, Hoth 2, Lopez 3.
EWU-McDonald 2, lssaCS011 3.

~

....

TENNIS
MEN'S TENNIS STATISTICS

ROBISON
SYRJA
TRAN
RODRIGUEZ

W,L
0-1
0-1

Slnglel
Isenberger

0-1

Cundarl
Blakeley
Hinman

0-1
0-1
0-1

CREMA
SYLVESTER

W•L
0-1

Doubln
ROBISON-TRAN
RODRIGUEZ-CREMA
SYRJA-SYLVESTER

0-1
0-1

WOMEN'S TENNIS STATISTICS
W•L
Seta

Jones

Gear
Erickson
Hanson

4-2
2-5
1~
4-3
0-7

6-5
S-10
2-12
9-8 .
2-13

1·3
1-2
1-0

3-6
2--4
2-0

GamN
68-47
47-76

Doublet"
ISENBERGER.JONES
CUNDARI-BLAKELEY

. .79

71-82
42-82

33-41
28-29
12-2
W•L
4-2
1-6

GYMNASTICS
MWAC Championships

Team Scores:
41 .8

43.2
43.3

3:15.l .
3:20.0
3:27.7
2:28.7
14:48.0
15:00.8
176-2
174-10

LonsJwnp

l. Matt McPhenon (EWU> 22-5¾
3. Clint Jensen (EWU) 21·5
4. Todd Anderson (EWUl 21-4
Discus
1. Lex Strom (EWUl Ult-7
2. Pat Koatecka (EWU> 164-G
4. Mike Johnson <EWU> 154-10
TripleJump
6. Clint Jansen CEWU> 43-11
Hammer Throw
1. Lexstrom CEWU> 175-2
4. Pat Koatecka CEWU) 137-8

1. Boise St.

2. Montana
3. Montana St.

•

4.EWU

-

All-Around
( UM) 35.85
tie-Cassi Harlow (BSU)
3. JUI Beauchamp (MSU) 35.65
13. Rozanne Monroe (EWU) 31.7
1. Nadine Ueoka

176.55
172.35
169.85
151.85

Coffege football faces -broken bow1s
(CPS) - As many as five of the
18 college football bowl games
normally played in December
and January may be canceled
this year, some sports officials
say.
Television networks, which in
buying broadcast rights funnel
millions of dollars each year to
game organizers, bowl participants and the leagues to which
the partir.ipants belong, are
threatening to stop televising the
games.
In the last few weeks, CBS has
dropped the Peach Bowl from its
schedule, while ABC bas dropped
the Gator Bowl and NBC announced it may pull out of the
Citrus Bowl.

The Bluebonnet · and Freedom
bowls may also lose TV revenues
if Lorimar Sports, a major program syndicator, stops supporting them.
"We're looking into it very
carefully,'' says Lorimar spokeswoman Barbara Brogliatti, adding the company has not made a

"The lesser bowls are really in
trouble,'' observes Michael Lardner of WTBS, the Atlanta-based
cable network that may pick up
one of the games.
The reason is that networks can
no longer sell enough advertising
to make a profit on their telecasts
of the "lesser" bowls.
{Continued on ,ace l ll

LAST CHANCE-SIGN UP NOW!

E. W.U. INTRAMURAL

BOWLING!
· (Starts the week of Apr. 7th)

3 League Choices this Quarter:
Mon. 9:15 p.m. - Tues. 9:15 p.m. - Thurs. 9:15 p.m.
4 on a Team-Can be any combination
of girls and/or guys.
Bowl 8 weeks - $3. 75 per week per person
Championship T-shirts Awarded
-Call 235-6278 to enter your team or to be
placed on a team
1708 2nd St.

....,, ....

CHENEY BOWL

235-6278

-
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Interviews from page 3
mation session will be held April
7, 5 to 6 p.m. at the Spokane
Center. Sign up is now open.
April 9 -- Representatives from
W.P.I.R.G. (Washington Public
Interest Research Group) will
interview Political Science and
Government majors for summer
employment _o_pport.unities. Sign
up is now open.
_
April IO -- A representative
from Triad Systems Corp. will
interview Business Administration majors for marketing support representative. Marketing,
Finance and accounting majors
are encouraged to apply. Sign up .
is now open.
April
10 -- Representatives
from Boeing Company will inter-

view Technology majors for production planner and industrial
engineer · positions. Production
and Design Tech majors are
encouraged to apply. Group information session will be held in
Cheney Hall, 9 to 10 a.m. Sign up
is now open.
April 15 -- A r epresentative
from the U.S. Army will interview students interested in the
Officer Training Program . Sign
up is now open .
April 16 -- A representative
from Central Life Insurance will
interview seniors for sales repres~ntative positions. All Business
Administration or Communication majors may apply . Sign up
begins April 4.

Bowls from page 11
" On the whole, you can't depend on them (bowl games) for
revenue," says Tim Gleason 9f
the National Collegiate Athletic
Directors Association in Cleveland. "You have to look at it as a
bonus."
And Mike Glazier of the NCAA
contends some bowl "teams have
lost money on a $400,000 payout
split both ways."
But losing the bowls would hurt
football programs in other ways.
"If.there are no bowls to go to,
the pot of gold is gone at the end
of the football rainbow.'' contend~ Brigham Young Athletic
Director Glen Tuckett, who sees
the prestige·and exposure in the

OVERSEAS JOBS ... Summer, yr.
round. Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $900-2000
mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC, P.O. Box 52-WA-2, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

CHENEY FIRE DEPARTMENT has
a resident firefighter progra111 for
full-time students genuinely interes~ed in fire service. Firefighting
experience preferred, but not required. Further information and
applications available at CHENEY
FIRE DEPARTMENT, 611 4th
Street or call 235-6280.

games ~s more important than
the money earned in bowl appearances.
Tucker fears that without the
motivation of a bowl game appearance, players couldn't keep
performing at their current levels.
The games also give schools
exposure at the beginning of the
recruiting season, thus helping
them restock their teams, Big
Eight Commissioner Carl James
explains.
But Gleason, for one, thinks
ESPN, WTBS and other cable. _
networks may buy TV rights to
the games to save them from
oblivion.
WTBS,
however, is not anxious
I
to buy the rights to more games.
Though Peach Bowl representatives have approached WTBS,
"there 'is not a lot of support in
Atlanta," for the game, Lardner
reports!
Some. bowJ organizers apparently are considering raising
money by selling the games
themselves to corporate sponsors.
"It would be a good deal for
(the companies)," BYU's Tuckett said.
Patty, Birth control is a lot safer
and cheaper than a baby, Paul.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 3262142.

--------------------------------·
I
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Lunatic fringe takes over
U.S. -education, says Bell

Oxford Susquehanna starts soon
The 1986 Susquehanna at Oxford summer study and travel
program signs up soon.
The program, run by Susquehanna University, starts June 30
and continues through Aug. 8.
Classes in British business
management, economic history,
politics, and society will be offered along with courses dealing
with European literature history.
Early sign-ups enable the student to travel to Ireland, Britain

1808 2nd Street, Cheney
lne•t to Jarms Hardwarel

236-4253

OPnR GOOD MON. THIIU THUR.

-------------------------------Neeltive !He., !la11111r11111 I!"" e«Alllits
Honeycomb Room & Queen Room
108 G ~~lrNt, Cheney, WA 11004
I

_ ___I

THl:JRSDAY

TACO/TACO SALAD.

Special Prices

II

I

ASALWAYS
~Nednesday is Quarter -Night
25c Schooners & $1.25 Pitchers

tlVE MUSIC

WELCOME BACK SPECIALS AT
THE BEEHIVE

from 8:00 to 9:00

8:00-12:00 No Cover
$2.50 Pitchers $1 Pints

FREE POPCORN

Pancake Sandwich with Sausage Links & Egg .... . .. $2.59

Spaghetti Feed

Plus our all-day, every day

Prime Rib Sandwich with Fries ...... . ........ . ...... $3.25

$1.50 plate with
meat sauce,
bread & salad

Top Sirloin Steak, Soup, Salad and Potato .. . . . .. ... . $4.25

Pitchers of Beer $1.50- $2.50
Ml!JSIC FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHiJi
PLAY BLACKJACK FOR FUN
- ,

60 oz. Pitchers for $5.00 &
you KEEP the Pitcher with $2.50 '
refills all day till 12:30 A.M.

~~··•~1:1-~~
$

286-7116.

flllll1s Rockin' this Spring~
STARTING TONIGHT

H~PPY HOUR
Daily 4 to 6
$2 Pitchers 75¢ Pints:

*'*******~
FRIDAY.

29th and ends Aug. 9th with an
optional tour of Europe before
classes begin.
Course focuses are on historical, political and economic education and traditions of Europe.
Interested students need to
contact the University of New
Orleans at, Carl Wagner, c/o
UNO INNSBRUCK, Box 1315,
University of New Orleans, New
Orleans, LA. 70148, or call (504)

~~:,, GOOFY'S llar.

4141st

Welcome Back!

THIS COUPON IS WORTH SJ.00 OFF THE
: RENTAL P_RICE OF A VCR. IXPIRH ON 41418

...

and Scotland, just to name a few
of the countries visited.
For more information contact
Dr. Robert L. Bradford, Susquehanna at Oxford, Susquehanna
University, Sellinsgrove, Pa .
17870. Phone number (717) 3740101 ext. 4283.
Study in the heart of Europe at
Innsbruck, Austria's international summer school sponsored by
the University of New Orleans.
The school, which starts June

-SHOWIE'S

-~

I

I

Bell, who was President Reagan's firs~·.Education chief, wrote
in the March issue of Phi Delta
Kappan magazine of constant
battles within the conservative
group about the president's "contradictory and inconsistent" education policy. ,
The group, Bell wrote, aimed to
abolish every federal education
program.
While the conservatives don't
agree Reagan's policy was unclear, they readily confess their
goal was to dismantle education
programs.
"Reagan had been clear in his
campaign that he aimed to eliminate the department," says
James P. Tucker Jr., a self-described conservative who authored "Crimes of Yalta," a book
about U.S. foreign policy during
World War II.
"I would have been surprised if
the rightists in the department
hadn't taken secondary aim at

~
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

"education fund," another deprograms whien their original
partment source recalls.
goal (to dismantle the depart" When that didn't fly," the
ment) wouldrA't fly on Capitol
source says, "Bell was flamed.
Hill," Tucker adds.
His attempts to counter-balance
Liberal sour~!es within the dethe power of the radical right ·
pa rtm en t who witnessed the
within the department were vaststruggle ·commended the Bell
ly diminished after that."
article for "conveying the flavor
Dymally remembers Bell as "a
of what happened during those
Reagan
team player. Of course,
years in a professional way."
the
reason
he finally quit was that
Their only reservation is that
he found it distasteful to push
"Bell was too kind. He didn't go
such policies.''
far enough."
"Reagan didn't favor dismantlOne "liberal," who requested
ing
programs, but he accepted
anonymity, recalls ' ~it was really
the realities of budget conmuch worse" than Bell wrote.
straints," contends a spokeswoFormer budget director David
man for Rep. James M. Jeffords
Stockman and aide Michael HorCR-Vt) of the House Education
owitz "were the real architects of
committee"And until Grammthe internal cabal. The right-wing
Rudman, v re had witnessed ingoons inside wer~ just carrying
creases in most programs, inout orders," the source adds.
cluding bilingual education.''
"I think we'll pass on that"
Tucker, however, says Bell was
charge, replies Office of Managecorrect
in saying conservatives
ment and Budget (0MB) spokes.and Reagan believe education is
man Edwin Dale.
: Rep. Mervyn M. Dymally (Dthe proper function of the states
and private groups, not the federCal), a liberal member of the
al government.
House Education and Labor Com"The programs in question can
mittee, agrees with most of Bell's
be administered more efficacharges, but was unable to trace
ciously on the state and local
the "wrecker crew" policies to
levels," he argues.
Stockman.
Tucker does object to Bell
"The Education Department
phrases like " 'lunatic fringe
was considered an area to place
right-wingers who had worked in . right.' We would like to think of
movement conservatives in the
the campaign," Dymally says.
education departµient and else·· "There was one particular perwhere as representing the mainson in 0MB who had the power
stream majority.''
and was said to be_opposed to any
The "movement conserprograms with social implicavatives," according to liberal
tions. That could have been Horoinsiders and Dymally, are even
witz."
more in control under present
Bell agreed to help Reagan
secretary William J. Bennett.
dismantle the Education Department, which Jimmy Carter creat- They say the group now has the
power to restrict comment and
ed in 1979, but was angered when
actions of those outside their
the 0MB vetoed his plan to
group in the department.
replace the department with an

WASHINGTON, D .C. (CPS) -La$t month, former Secretary of
Education T.H. Bell shocked the
education lobby here with a
scorching public blast at a "lunatic fringe " that, he said, has
taken over the U.S. Department
of Education.
And the big surprise is that
liberals and conservatives -- both
inside and outside the Education
Dept. -- are a&reeing wholeheartedly with Bell, now a professor at
the University of Utah.
Observers on both sides only
disagree, for different reasons,
·with Bell's tone, the purposes of
the "movement conservatives"
he said had taken over the
department, and their degree of
success.

Till 9

p.m.

KEGS TO GO 235-8294

3 drafts fori $1.50
SO,. GO where the fun
is really ''HAPPENING~'
G0OFY'S - 407 1st

,. u

.

